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chronicle books
DRAW THE SOUNDS!

Illustrate what you think these sounds look like. Read Say ZOOP! for inspiration.

Oh! Oh! Oh!

BLAM!

CLIP CLOP!

ACHOO!

ZIPPA DEE DOO!
LET'S PLAY SCAVENGER HUNT!

Grab some friends and play! Copy these pages and cut out the dots. Hide the dots wherever you like. Hide a dot on a bookshelf, under the table, on the walls, or even someone’s back. Get creative! Once all the dots are hidden use the Scavenger Hunt Checklist. The first one to find them all wins!
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LET'S PLAY SCAVENGER HUNT CHECKLIST

Can you find the hidden colors?

Name: ___________________________  Age: _____

___ I FOUND THREE YELLOW DOTS!
___ I FOUND THREE BLUE DOTS!
___ I FOUND THREE RED DOTS!
___ I FOUND THREE GREEN DOTS!

Which was the hardest to find? ______________________

Can you find the hidden colors?

Name: ___________________________  Age: _____

___ I FOUND THREE YELLOW DOTS!
___ I FOUND THREE BLUE DOTS!
___ I FOUND THREE RED DOTS!
___ I FOUND THREE GREEN DOTS!

Which was the hardest to find? ______________________
GUESS THE MIX!
Fill in the circles with the correct colors!

What happens when you mix blue and yellow?

What happens when you mix red and blue?

What happens when you mix yellow and red?
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COUNT THE COLORS!
How many reds? How many yellows? How many blues? How many purples?

Answers: 12 red; 23 yellow; 11 blue; 9 purple
How to make your PRESS HERE mini book!

Fold each sheet in half.

Fold each sheet again into quarters, and nest the second page inside of the first.

Your PRESS HERE mini book is now ready to read!
AND NOW THE ONE ON THE RIGHT... WELCOME! WANT TO DO IT ALL OVER AGAIN?

FABULOUS!

AND TURN THE PAGE.

PRESS HERE
Now press the yellow dot again.

Perfect. Rub the dot on the left... gently.